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You Are the Rescuer

O

Discussion Resources

ver the past several years, your refresher committee
has suggested that the best way to present “You Are
the Rescuer” (YATR) is in a guided discussion format
in small groups. There are many correct answers and many
correct methods to solve the scenario. Does the rescue
approach discussed meet the care objective?
✚✚ I can discuss my possible solution in a guided
discussion format.
✚✚ I can listen to other possible solutions.
✚✚ I can offer constructive feedback to all suggested
solutions in that guided discussion format.

This year, three scenarios have been selected for the YATR
exercise. Additionally, we once again invite you to compose
your own scenario, one that is appropriate to your particular
environment. Regardless of where the incident occurred—on
the slopes, in the water, or during the summer at an event you
attended—the assessment and basic emergency care remain
essentially the same. Remember that we are OEC technicians
year round. As you discuss the scenarios, keep in mind that
there are many correct answers. “Solving the problem” is not
the primary objective; a guided discussion of all the possible
solutions is. Try to adapt the presented scenarios to your local
needs and consider your local protocols.

Leading questions

Discussion points

As you approach this patient, what are your priorities?

Describe and discuss what you would do to:
1. Ensure scene safety;
2. Manage the scene; and
3. Assess the patient.

What possible problems do you think the patient may have?

Identify potential problems/signs and symptoms of each problem.

What resources might you need to manage this
patient/situation?

For example:
1. Equipment;
2. Human resources; and
3. Resources needed at base.

What emergency care does this patient require?

Describe and discuss:
1. Immediate emergency care needs;
2. Needs during transport;
3. Needs in the patrol room; and
4. Important considerations.

What problem(s) might you encounter as you manage
the scene?

For example:
1. Complications with the patient;
2. Crowd control; and
3. Challenging terrain.

What are your transport considerations?

For example:
1. From the accident scene to the base facilities;
2. ALS/BLS; or
3. Air ambulance.

How would your emergency care of this patient differ if
you would have responded to this accident in a different
season or activity?
Refresher Study guide
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Scenario 2

Y

Y

ou and three friends are ice climbing on a popular waterfall
that is reached by hiking up a well-established trail about
1.5 miles from the road. It is 28 F on a gorgeous, sunny
morning. As you are roping up to climb one of the smaller
routes on the side of the main fall, you hear a scream.You look
up and watch in horror as a climber who was trying to place
an ice screw about 15 feet up the main line falls and lands
face-down on the icy ground. You race to the stricken man’s
side just as he struggles to sit up. He is approximately 35 years
old, appears dazed and is gasping for breath. He is bleeding
from the nose and mouth. You instruct your friend, a fellow
OEC technician, to stabilize his head while you do a rapid
assessment, which reveals an unstable sternum, an apparent
humeral fracture, and pain in the upper left quadrant.You and
your friends are all OEC technicians; none of the other six
people standing around have any first aid training. What do
you do?

ou are driving down a two-lane road at 45 mph on your
way to the resort when a car driving towards you suddenly
swerves to the shoulder, makes a U-turn, and races past you.
Just as you are muttering disgust for the hair-brained maneuver,
he slams on his brakes and stops in the middle of the road.
You then see the cause of his seemingly erratic driving
behavior. A pedestrian is lying in the middle of a crosswalk
and is not moving. Traffic is heavy, but most vehicles
immediately pull to the side of the road. You run up the
road to the scene to offer assistance.
As you approach the scene, you see an approximately 75
year old woman in a running suit and shoes sprawled in a
contorted manner in the middle of the crosswalk stripes; she
is not moving. The erratic driver is leaning over the woman,
apparently checking for a carotid pulse. As you approach, you
identify yourself as a ski patroller to anyone who is listening
and offer to help. The man says he is a First Responder. You
note that there is blood coming from the woman’s mouth and
nose, and she is making gurgling sounds as she breathes.There
is severe mid-shaft angulation in her lower right leg and right
forearm.The man tells you that she has no carotid pulse and asks
you to help turn her supine to start CPR; however, you note
that she is continuing to breathe regularly and her neck is very
contorted. A quick check of her radial pulse reveals a strong,
rapid pulse, which you communicate to the First Responder.
With that information, the First Responder backs off from
the scene and leaves. A large crowd from the neighborhood
is rapidly forming and two people have taken over traffic
control. They tell you they have called 911.

Notes
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Scenario 3

I

t is a cold, wet day at your ski area. Rain has been falling
for most of the day, and the runs, walkways, roofs and most
surfaces are coated in a thick sheet of ice. Area management
has opted to close some runs and lifts because of the conditions,
but the hill and patio beside the main lodge are still crowded
with skiers and snowboarders. As you take a break and head
into the lodge for a cup of cocoa, you hear a loud crash,
followed by screams. You and your partner race back outside
to find that a huge slab of ice has avalanched off the roof well
past the rope line. There is still a large slab of ice partially
hanging over the roof. As you survey the scene, you see seven
people in the crash zone. One woman is lying unconscious
on the ground. A mother who appears uninjured is standing,
cradling a five year old to her; the child is screaming and
bleeding from multiple facial abrasions. To your horror,
you see your own 13 year old son sitting on the ground not
far from the unconscious patient; he gets up and walks to
you, crying. He tells you that ice hit him in the middle
of the back and it hurts between his shoulder blades.
One of his friends stumbles towards you and tells you
she was hit in the chest with a large chunk of ice and
she is having trouble breathing. A middle-aged couple
also appears to have been struck as they were pulling their skis
from the rack; they both tell you that chunks of ice struck
their arms and hands.
You stand well away from the rope line and call out loudly,
“Anyone who can hear me and can walk, come towards me
to this table!” You order all other public to stand back. All
but the unconscious woman respond.
Refresher Study guide
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Scenario 4

T

Write Your Own

o challenge you in a slightly different way, we are asking
you to write your own scenario. Imagine a specific location
at your home area where a significant event could happen.
Keeping in mind the cycle-specific topics for this year’s
refresher, imagine a worst-case scenario. What type of
incident could happen at this location? What difficulties or
challenges might you face as first on scene? Incorporate local
protocols or procedures into this exercise. If there are any new
protocols or procedures specific to your area that are being
introduced or reviewed, use this opportunity to discuss them.
Take into consideration the gender, age, and physical
condition of your patient or patients.What would the weather
be like? Would the accident be due to a collision, a fall, or a
medical condition? How much help would you have available?
What type of equipment would be available or needed? How
would equipment get to the scene? How soon would help
arrive? If it would help, sketch what the scene would look
like upon your arrival (similar to the photos provided in the
“YATR” scenarios).
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Describe the condition of your patient(s) and what you
would expect to find in your assessment. Note how the
patient’s condition could change if adequate help was not
readily available. Refer to the points for discussion in the other
scenarios and apply them to your scenario. Think about the
major topics of concern, including scene safety, assessment,
emergency care (equipment and assistants), extrication and
transportation. Be realistic here, and have some fun with it;
you never know when your scenario might actually happen.
If you are describing a scenario you already encountered,
feel free to share it with your fellow rescuers and discuss it.
Also, ask your instructors if they might stage this incident at
a future training session or on-hill clinic. As an alternative,
if you would prefer to write up an actual incident for your
refresher course that occurred at your area (one that falls
into the topic areas being covered in this Cycle C refresher),
feel free to do so. Try to choose one that was challenging
for you.
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